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FOREWORD

In conjunction with the Ada Planning Association, the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through its Office of Noise

Abatement and Control and its Region X office inventoried the noise

climate in Boise, Idaho to test the accuracy of a physical measurement

protocol. EPA bopes it will become part of a broad technical assistance

package available to communities who may wish to develop or improva a

noise coetrol program. Based on the Boise results, the spatial sampling

method will be revised slightly so that the sample will better represent

the real no_se climate,
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I INTRODUCTION

A noise measurement survey was carried out in Boise, Idaho to

(I) determine existing sound levels, (2) assist area planners, and (3)

develop a useful noise measurement procedure for use in other cities.

Survey results concerning the noise enviro_nent of Boise, Idaho are

presented.

I.I General Noise Climate

In Boise, a city with a population exceeding 100,000, the average

sound levels for residential and park areas (Ldn values from 53 to 54 dg)

are near those of typical quiet suburban or small town environments. Sound

levels a_ night often diminish to those of the natural geographical area

without human activity (A-welghted sound levels to 30 dB). Thus, on the

average, it is a quieter place to llve than would be expected of a city

that size. The industrial, commercial, and central business districts,

however, have average sound levels typical of a noisy urban environment

(Ldn 62-66 dB)*, and in places these levels decrease by only s moderate

amount even late at night. The airport influence area contains a region

generally considered unsuitable for residential use (within the NEF-40**

noise contour), although most industrial or agricultural activities would

be compatible with this area's average noise levels. The outer section

of the influence area (between the NEF-30 and NEF-40 contours) is margin-

ally compatible for residential usage, but the interior and exterior noise

* See Glossary
**NEF-Noise Exposure Forecast is a method for developing noise contours in

the vicinity of airports, contours generally range from less than 20 NEF
for lightly impacted areas to more than 40 NEF for heavily impacted areas.
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environments would be less desirable than those of other residential

areas of the city.

1.2 Major Noise Source_

The principal source of noise in Boise is street traffic. Approxi-

mately three-quarters of the local noise intrusions occurring outside of

the airport influence area are due to cars or trucks, with an additional

I0 percent due to jet aircraft and 4 percent to dogs barking. Even

within the airport influence area, over tlalf of the intrusions are due

to street traffic. The average sound levels along principal ar=erials

and freeways carrying average daily traffic (ADT) greater than 6000

vehicles per day were significantly greater than those along roads with

ADT less than 6000 (I0 dB difference in Ldn).

1.3 Recommendations"

To preserve the low average residential sound levels and to pre-

vent growth of sound levels in industrial and co_erclal areas, planners

should consider limiting maximum ADT for major arterlals through residen-

tial areas to below 6000. The use of multiple, low volume arterlals may

be necessary to accomplish this as development expands further into the

foothills to the north and farmland to the southwest.

To remove some of the most intrusive roadway sounds, a vehicle

noise enforcement program could be instituted to reduce the sound levels

produced by heavy trucks. An enforced requirement that the A-welghted

sound level of a vehicle not exceed 86 dB at 15m (50 feet) when operated



on a surface street would be consistent wlth regulations in effect in

ocher cities and States and would result in a reduction in sou,d level

of approxlmately the loudest 2 percent of trucks operating in the city.

Airport influence area development _hould be carefully planned

based o_ predlcted future NEF contours. Residential davelopment should

nDt be permitted wlthl, the predlcted 1992 NEF-40 contour. Resldenc_

constructed between the projected 1992 NEF-40 and NEF-30 contours will

requlra speclal sound-ln_ulating construction techniques to attain

average in_eri_r sound levels equivalen_ to those in other resldentlal

areas. Housing with llmlted outdoor space, such as pIanned cot_unity

developm_nt_ or condominiums containing e.closed recreatlonal facilities_

appear more approprlate for this area than single family residences with

large outdoor living spaces.

It should be noted_ that these recomendatlons are made for the

sole purpose of ¢ontrolllng nolsa. There are of course, other factors

that must be taken into conslderat_on, such as economic impacts, effects

on cor_unlty growth, etc. Confllc_s with the reco_endations presented

i in _hls repor_ may arlse_ and where they do _ompromises will have to ba

_ made,
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2.1 Background

Noise pollution can be a major contributor to the deterioration

of the quallty of the communlty environment. This fact is best exempll-

fled by the Bureau of Census 1976 Annual Housing Survey, which showed

that Americans' biggest complaint about their neighborhoods is noise.

The survey revealed that 24 percent of America's urban households

feel chat noise is the most undesirable neighborhood condition, By

contrast the other most commonly cited complaints were heavy traffic

(14 percent), street repair (13 percent), street llghtlng (9 percent),

and crime (8 percent).

Since noise is primarily a local problem, it is no wonder that

communities are beginning to take a harder look at com_unlty noise and

its adverse impacts. Understanding noise patterns and impacts enables

a co.unity to effectively plan and manage land use and to deal with

significant noise sources.

Comunlties desiring to maintain or improve the quality of

the noise environment must first have an understanding of the existing

noise climate. A noise inventory (i.e., a survey of the acoustical

climate of the communlty) is the basis from which to determine the

need for a noise control program and the most effective measures (e,g.,

planning and legislation) for its implementation. The noise inventory

can provide city officials with s basis for exploring alternative



programs for achieving or maintaining desired noise levels and for

forecasting future noise levels. In addition, it permits the validation

of noise prediction models. Finally, the inventory permits officials

and planners to gain a better grasp of how various levels of environ-

•ental noise translate into community noise problems.

To assure that corm_unltles have a method or protocol to allow

them to effectively conduct a noise survey, the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (EPA) has been developing a noise monitoring manual. 3. This

project is one of several aimed at providing EPA technical noise control

assistance to communities interested in beginning or expanding a noise

control program. The noise monitoring manual had reached the stage of

development in which an interim protocol had evolved and required test-

ing. As the city selected for testing this interim protocol, Boise

offers a moderate size community having a climate that permits acoustic

sound level measurements in the month of January, a university having

an environmental sclences program to which the project could be tied,

andj flnally_ a city government and an area planning agency that realizes

the importance of preserving a quality environment.

*Superscripts designate references.
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3 THE NATUEE OF COHHUNITY NOISE

3.1 Nature of Community Noise

Sound consists of small rapidly varying pressure fluctuations

that travel through the air and that are perceived to have the qualities

of tone and loudness. These sound waves generally become less intense

(appear quieter) as they move away from a source, but can reflect back

off of surfaces such as buildings, refract around surfaces such as noise

barriers, be absorbed by surfaces such as grass, and even be focused by

the atmosphere to cause unusually loud or quiet areas. In a community,

the surfaces that can obstruct or redirect sound waves produced by the

various sources of sound in _he co_.unlty are many. Thus, the loudness

perceived by a listener at any one moment will vary greatly depending on

his location. Small movements_ even as small as 3 meters (10 feet)j can

cause dramatic differences in the level of the community noise. Added

to this complicated spatial variation of noise level is the face that

the intensity and location of the various noise sources usually change

as time passes (e.g., accelerating motor vehicles). Thus, the fine,

! complex spatial patterns of loudness found in the community are con-

tlnually changing. For example, during certain periods at a given

h i

_ location, the noise environment may be dominated by intrusively loud

sounds from specific sources such as automobiles or airplanes. At

other times, it will consist of a constant background of many

indistinguishable sounds,
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To measure tbese spatial and temporal changes of commullity

noise in detail requires an extremely intense effort, It has been

accomplished only for small areas, such as one city block, in scien-

tific studies in which there were available methods of interpreting

the necessary voluminous data. To assess and describe the "noise

climate" of an entire community, much simpler techniques based on

averages of the noise level fluctuations in time and space must be

used.

3.2 Measures of Community Noise

In community noise work, the subjective loudness experienced

at any instant is measured objectively with a sound level meter as

the instantaneous A-welghted sound level. The term "level 'iindlcates

a measure of what is perceived as loudness, and the term "A-welghted"

indicates that a relative weighting of the sound level at various

pitches that corresponds to the pitch response of human hearing has

been applied. Sound level meters are designed to indicate theA-welghted

sound level in units called decibels, on a meter face as the sound leve_

changes with time. The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale based on

the pressure of the sound waves, and a unique aspect of the scale is

that almost any sound increasing in level by I0 decibels (dS) will be

judged to havo approximately doubled in perceived loudness. Thus, a

passing truck causing a'maxlmum A-welghted sound level reading of 85 dB

will seem twice as loud to the average listener as a bus at 75 dg.



Likewise, a residence near a highway where continuous traffic causes

a consLant A-weighted sound level of 65 dB will seem twice as loud as

one a block or two away where the reading is normally 55 dB.

Since the sound level at any given location within a community

will with tlme_ a way to determine an average level is necessary to

easily describe the total sound environment at that point. One good

measure of tileaverage sound arriving at a point is the equivalent

sound level (Leq - see glossary for technical definition). The

equivalent level of fluctuating environmental noise over a given

period is a single value representing the noise for that period. For

example; the Leq of the 8 minutes of recorded fluctuating noise

shown in Figure 3-I is 50 dB. The figure also shows short, but loud,

._ 80 Carl or, _e_rby Abtr=ft /'- Locol Cou "7Baulevord_ OvedH_l_t:, / /,
> /I ' / / •..S 70 /I ./! Spo,. So.d_d, / " /I/

40 /-' _esidu=/Sound Level]
'_ 30 I I I r ,,_'---.... ' !

1 2 3 4' 5 6 7
Time In Minute_

Figure 3-i. Right Minute Sample of Typical Fluctuating Sound Level

in Residential Area Showing Maximum, Equivalent, and
Residual Sound Levels for the Period
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intrusive sounds such as aircraft or individual cars, and the backBround

amblent sound level, which is the "background" level composed of many

indistinguishable sounds.

To completely assess a community noise environment, the entire

24-hour period must be considered. To describe 24 hours of community

noise at a particular location with a single value, the quantity day-

night sound level (Ldn) has been devised. Ldn is the same as an

equivalent sound level for 24 hours of fluctuating sound, except that

the levels measured during the nighttime hours of 10 PM to 7 AM are

i increased by 10 dB to account for increased sensitivity to sounds at

night. One way to estimate the Ldn value for a particular location

would be to take sufficient sound level readings to estimate the equiva-

lent sound level for each hour. The Ldn can then be computed for tile

24 hours, including the 10 dB nighttime weighting. Figure 3-2 shows

values of Ldn obtained in various cities using similar procedures and

associates a qualitative descripclon of "noisiness" with Ldn ranges.

An advantage of using the Ldn measure in a community noise evaluation

is that accurate correlations between Ldn value and community reaction

to noise have been widely made for community type sounds. Figure 3-3,

based on several European and /unerican studies, indicates the degree of

annoyance and community reaction that can be expected as the Ldn value

of typical community noise rises.
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Day-Night
Sound Level

Decibels Outdoor Locations

-- 90-- Los Angeles - 3rd Floor Apartment Next to

' '_ Freeway

• Qualitative ._.. Los Angelet -_1.2 km from Touch Down at

Desor_pHons _ , Major Airport

_e _ I_O_ Los Angeles -'.Oowntowe w_th some Construc-

I(OoL;owaMaier::I:: ' " t;on
I: Metropolis) .___._Harlem - 2nd Fl_or Apartment

_sy ___, Boston - RosyHouSing on Major AvenUe

, _ _. Boise-City Hall inCBD

-_y Urban _ Watts- 13.0kin from Touch Dawn at Major
_. , Airport

--,-'_'_..L---- " --t-- _ Newport-- 156 km from Takeoff at Small _all
--6.__G--" ' . ./_jr_qort .

_ ._ _Los Angeles- OId'Reside_hal Area

_" -_a_on _ =13o so- Single Family Dwelling in Typical
.J-.-..aw---- - . , Residental A_ea-4-- Fil more Sma I Town Cul _e-Sac

Sma Town & _"__"_--'_'T_c_._
"_ Quiet _0 "--,.,.San Oiego - Wooded Resldeniial

----_, Calffornla - Tomato Field on Form

F£gure 3-2. Outdoor Day-Night Average Sound Level, Ldn - in
Decibels aC Various Locations
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"CLUSTERING SURVEYS" I
IO0

,o t,J t
.... I_'H[/JHI!OV/A/C I1961){ll_i'I /

I-- hCUt,tlCH A/C II9691 V_..... PARIS STREET (1969) .....

'¢2 701 5V,'EDI_H A/C f)972] I /
"',-, SV,'IS5 ROf,D (1972! : /
----- LO,"V'DONSTt:_ET ()_72) I//,,

(.3 -- S_,VISS A/C (]973_ I |_./f_

_" .... F_EI_CH RR _923) ! _,_"
_" -_o- -.... u.s ST;,eer (3_74 I__.._,9"-

o LA_ l)_13) ] .,/:( "
i ,,D,, ,

°.._._.'

40 $0 60 ;'0 _1 90

ld, , { dl, c_b_ll J

FLgure 3-3. Summary of Annoyance Data from Eleven Surveys that

Show Close Agreement. Two Points from a Recent

Study of Aircraft Rolse Annoyance at Los Angeles

International Airport (LAX) [From Reference 2]
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4 PROGRAM STRiICTUP_

The soul, unity noise measurement program in goiae was carried out

under management and guidance of the U.S. Environmental Protection

Agency, wlth field work arranged by the Ads Planning Association. The

program proceeded in four phases: identification of program goals and

_-_ study araa_ aelectlon of measurement sites, field team organization and

; field monitoring, and data reduction and analysis,

4.1 Goals and Stud_ Ace.a

As the program's purpose was not only to assess the co_munity

noise climate in Boise, but also to evaluate various survey and analysis

techniques for general application in community noise surveys, more data

collectlon and manipulation was performed than is ordinarily necessary

for a community noise study. The study area therefore included almost

all the land area within the city llmlts. Some areas to the west were

neglected due to lack of development and similarity Co other included

areaa_ but the survey boundary was extended beyond city l_mlts in areas

of new developments or possible annexation which were of interest to

planners.

4.2 Measurement Site Selection

Two basic types of sites were devised to survey noise ever the

wide ranges of land use and noise exposures in the city. These sites

were supplemented wlth spqclal sites providing supplementary supportive

data.

13



Basic Sites

Two types of sites provided the basic project data - interior

sites representative of the community in general, and roadway sites

representative of the environment along major streets. The interior

sites were arranged according to a north-southgrid pattern with 540 m

(I/3 mile) grid spacing. This pattern produced 266 square cells 540 m _'

(I/3 mile) on a side covering the entire studyarea with the measure-

ment point selected as close to the cell center as possible. Sound

level measurements were taken at all of these sites. Roadway sites

were located adjacent to surface streets and limited access highways.

40 sites were selected along high volume (ADT>I8_000)medium volume

(18,000>ADT>6000) and low volume (ADT<6000) roads to assess the noise

environment with useful accuracy. (See Appendix A for sample size

rationale).

Supplementary Sites

Two additional types of sites were used to provide supplementary

data: 24-hour sites and quiet period sites. I0 sites for placement

of 24-hour monitoring equipment were selected throughou_ the city to

obtain a record of hourly sound level variation. These sites were

generally located st homes of people associated with the project for

convenience. Quiet period sites throughout the area were visited

between 1:30 and 5:30 a.m. on a typical night to qulckly spotcheck

mln_mum noise levels during the quietest hours. Approximately half

14



of theA_ sites were co-lncident with int=r_or, roadway, or 24-hour

measurement sltea.

4.3 Noise Measurement Methods 3

Principal data for the study were obtained from the basic sites

_._ located on the |/3 mile (540 m) grid or along roadways. All measurements

made aC these sites employed the same procedure. Different procedures

were used at the 24-hour and qulet-perlod sites.

Basic Sites -- 20-Minute Measurement

At each interior or roadway site, sound level readings were

continuously made for a 20-minute period sometime between the hours

of 9 AM and 5 PM during weekdays. Monitoring assignments were selected

for efficient personnel usage, and this resulted in the measurements

being uniformly distributed throughout most times of the day. A total

of I0 days were spent with one to three measurement teams in the field

each day.

For each 20-_inute measurement period, the A-welghted sound

pressure level was monitored using an ANSI Type II sound level meter

se_ for slow meter response. Every 15 seconds, the instantaneous meter

reading was observed and the value recorded as a tick mark in a space

for the appropriate level on a standard data sheet. In this way,

approximately 80 sound level values were recorded during the 20 minutes

at each site for subsequent computer reducclon. At each of the 15

I!
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second intervals, any sound level meter readings from local sources

which csusnd the reading to exceed 70 dB were described on the data

sheet by a special notational code which identified the source.

Field personnel consisted of Ads County Planning Association

employees, local college students studying environmental sciencns,

and volunteer high school students. All participants were given

thorough instruction and demonstration regarding these specific sound

measurement procedures. Field teams of two were organized at first

to facilitate timing, reading and recording, but with a day's practice,

a single person could easily manage the technique.

Special Sites

Twenty-four-hour measurements were made using a community noise

analyzer which automatically determined the equivalent sound level for

each hour. EPA personnel eet up this equipment which was self-operatlng

for the measurement period.

The quiet period nighttime measurements were made by a trained

acoustics technician using an ANSI Type I sound level meter having

a minimum reading ability of 30 dS. With the meter set for slow

response, it was observed for 30 seconds and the estimated central

tendency of the meter reading was recorded. Care was taken to exclude

the effects of local events such as automobile passbys or dogs barking.

16



4.4 Data Reduction

The data from each of 307 20-mlnute measurements consisted of

approximately g0 individual sound level me_er reedings, Primary reduc-

tlon of these data was done by the Boise Center for Urban Research--

a group affillated with Boise Stere University -- using a FORTRAN IV

program to calculate Leq and other measures for each site based upon

the 80 readings for each 20-mlnute measurement. The Leq values for

interior sites were then divided according to five types of land use.

This yielded a set of Leq values from sites representing each of the

five land use categories plus low, medium, and high volume roads. The

mean for each set of Leq values was hand-calculated resulting in an

average daytime Leq for the following types of areas:

53,7 dB -- Residential

62,9 dR -- Commercial
Land Use

54.2 dR -- Industrial

Categories
65.4 dB' -- Airport Influence NET 40 Zone

57.7 dB -- Airport Influence NET 30-40 Zone

52.5 dR -- Perks, Open or Undeveloped Space

65.9 dB -- High Volume Roads

64.0 dB -- Medium Volume Roads Road Traffic Volume

54.2 dB -- Low Volume Roads

An approximate conversion from average daytime Leq to Ldn , which

represents the 24-hour noise environment, was developed based on the

24-hour data. (The Leq to Ldn conversion is described in Appendix g.)

17
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This conversion was then applied to the average Leq values to detect_ine

Ldn for each land use area, The resulting values are presented in

Section 5.

An advantage of the on-the-spot sound level meter technique

iv that the field teams are able to note those local sources which are

a-"
loudest or occur most frequently. The identifiable sources causing the

regular sound level measurement to exceed 70 dB were counted in a special

portion of the data sheet and the raw data were manually tabulated to

determine the relative frequency with which the various noise sources

caused the measurement to exceed 70 dg. These results are also shown in

Section 5.

The 24-hour data were directly transcribed from the community

noise analyzer to tables and then to 24-hour charts whicL are included

in Appendix E. The data for the quiet nighttime levels were manually

recorded average values of the A-weighted sound level as observed for

30 seconds and required no reduction.
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5 RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Results and Conclusions

Shown in Figure 5-i are the average Ldn values for various land

use categories that were within the survey boundaries. Comparison of

these average levels with the interpretive scale which was shown on
m_

Figure 2 in Section 3 reveals thst the average Day-Night Bound Level for

residential areas is considerably lower than one might expect for a city

of goise's size, where many residential areas closely adjoin commercial

areas or busy streets. However, it is also evident that noise in the

industrial_ commercial, and central business districts has crept to the

same disturbing levels encountered in many urban areas.

Industrial and Commercial Areas

It is apparent that in Boise, the principal noise source outside

of the airport influence area is street traffic. The average Ldn value

for roadway measurement sites selected along roads having an average

daily traffic (ADT) volume greater than 6,000 vehicles per day corresponds

quite closely to the Ldn from interior sites located in commercial or

i industrial areas. This indicates that vehicle traffic probably accounts

for the high sound levels measured in these areas, and that traffic volume

I increases can be expected to increase the average Ldn accordingly.

j

t
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Table 5-1. Average Sound Levels for Area Types Surveyed With
20 Minute Interior Measurements

Mean 95%

No. of Day-Night Average Confidence

Land Use Category Sites Sound Level (Ldn)* in dB Limits, dS

Central Business District 5 66 >+5

Co_ercial/ledustrlal 37 62-63 +4.5 _"
Residential 170 54 _1.5

Parks/Unused/Open 24 53 _5.5

Adjacent to Roads
> 6000 ADT 35 63-66 +3.5

Adjacent to Arterials
< 6000 ADT 6 54 +5.5

NEF 40 Zone 13 66 >_5.5

NEF 30-40 Zone 17 50 T4,5

*Approximately value from 20 mm measurements during dayl
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Central Business District

The average Ldn for the central business district (CBD) shown in

Table 5-I has a value as high or higher than that of any other land use.

Figure 5-2 shows the hourly equivalent sound leveIs of a 24-hour measure-

ment made at City Hall in the heart of the CBD. Observation of the area

indicates the primary sources to be traffic and construction noise. The

continuous nature of these two sources during the day is indicated by the

regularity of the Leq line. This is particularly true during late morning

and afternoon where high Leq levels are consistently maintained, indicat-

ing a continuous high volume of traffic flow. Even after this period and

into the middle of the night, the hourly Leq decreases only 13 dB. This

is a much smaller _ecrease than normally occurs for other land use areas

in Boise (as will be seen), and indicates a concentration of traffic in

the CBD at all hours.

Residential Areas

The average Ldn value for roads with an ADT of less than 6,000

vehicles per day is the same as that for residential interior sites. This

indicates that on the average, local traffic sound levels along residential

streets equal those generally prevailing in residential areas. Thus, any

increase in local traffic volume would be expected to immediately cause

increases in the average residential sound level. The difference in average

Ldn values between residential and industrial/commercial areas of almost

i0 dB indicates that residential areas are not yet extensively crossed by

21



Stlfi_mary of sound ]evo]8 at Day-SiLght Average Level
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roads of ADT greater than 6,000. This is a situation which should be

preserved to prevent imposition into residential areas of the much greater

sound levels measured for roads with ADT over 6,000. Figure 3-3 indicates

that such imposltion could instigate significant community action. Figure

5-3 shows the general trend of sound level data taken along roadways in

Boise as compared with ADT, and illustrates how the sound level of a

residential area might increase as it becomes criss-crossed with roads

of ADT greater than 6_000.

A further correspondence between current residential Ldn and the

Ldn of roads carrying an ADT under 6,000 is revealed by the 24-hour data.

Figure 5-4 is a plot of hourly Leg values measured in a residential area

near the open foothills of the eastern city limits. (See Appendix F for

a complete set of the residential 24-hour data taken.) Figure 5-5 is a

similar plot of data taken at a site along a wide surface boulevard lead-

ing through the older residential north section to newer subdivided sec-

tlonn of the city which are expanding into the foothills to the northeast.

The boulevard - having an ADT under 6,000 - shows low sound levels late

at nlght_ beginning to rise at 6AM with a morning peak, and rising again

to a fairly constant level which tapers off during the evening to the low

nighttime levels. The residential pattern of Figure 5-4 ia similar with

the noticeable exception of pronounced peaks around 5 and 7PM, It is

likely that these peaks correspond to returning home and evening trafficl

and thus the importance of vehicle noise to the residential noise climate

i
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DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

(Ldn): 56,5 dB
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Figure 5-5, Hourly Noise Levela Along a Major Arterial Through
Residential Areas in Northern Area of Boise



is demonstrated. Changes in the sound levels or use-patterns of motor

vehicles will i_medlately and directly affect residential sound levels.

Parks and Open Space

For simplicity, all open space, including parkaj undeveloped land,

and agricultural land has been considered as a single land use category.

As indicated in Table 5-1, the average Ldn for all these areas is low,

but not extremely so for a city like Boise. In actual fact, the sound

levels measured throughout these areas were widely distributed between

extremely quiet and excessively loud areas. Thus, the sound level at

each individual section of open space reflects the levels of surrounding

sources or land use. On the average, the levels are just slightly hi_her

than those for residential areas,

Airport Influence Area

Several of the regularly spaced interior measurement sites were

located within the airport influence area to the north and west of the

runways, Since measurements among these sites were made during several

different days, allowing for several different flight patterns, it is

assumed that the resulting data approximately represent the airport

influence area.

Figure 5-1 shows the area within the present Noise Exposure Fore-

Cast (NEF) 40 contour* to have a high average Ldn similar to commercial

*NEF contours were previously developed in the report "Boise Airport

Influence Area Study" for the Ada County Council of Governments.
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and indu6trial areas. The naLur_ o_ Lhe noise is quite different_ how-

ever, in that it consists of periodic loud but short duration overflights

occurring in an otherwise quiet region. Figure 5-6 illustrates thla with

hourly Leq values for a 24-hour period measured near the edge of the

NEF 40 zone off the west end of the runways. The Leq line, which is an

indicator of the total acoustical energy received each hour, is quite

high indicating the presence of high noise level sources, The L10 line,

which indicates the sound level which was exceeded only 10 percent of the

time during each hour, is far below the Leq llne. Thus, the sources which

presented the large amounts of sound energy (aircraft) were present much

less than 10 percent of the time. A similar but less dramatic pattern

would be expected in the zone between the NEF 40 and NEF 30 contours

(NEF-30 zone), where a lower average Ldn is evident.

Reference to Figure 5-I clearly indicates that average sound levels

within the NEF 40 contour are much higher than would generally be accept-

able for residential areas in a city of Boise's size and density. The

introduction of typical local industry, however, would not be expected

to change the average Ldn for the area which is determined by the noise

from aircraft overflights. Thus, industry in the NEF-40 zone would exist

with an average Ldn similar to that of other industrial areas in Boise.

It is possible that the loud single events (flyovers) might cause occa-

sional interference with some industrial activites where speech communi-

cation is involved. Along the same lines, introduction of high volume

streets in thla area will not appreciably raise the average Ldn. For
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the NEF 30-40 zone, the average Ldn is significantly higher than that

for other residential areas. In this zone, indoor environments would

be marginally acceptable for residential use but with attention to con-

struction details (such as proper fitting and sealing of wall panels,

windowsp and other building elements), would be nearly equal to those

of resldences in other areas. The outdoor environment, howeverj would

be noticeably less desirable. This indicates a possibility for housing,

such as planned unit developments or condominiums which do not feature

the private yards and local outdoor living opportunities of the single-

family residences found in most of Boise. The introduction of streets

with ADT greater than 6000 to the NEF 30-40 zone would increase the

local Ldn and also the residual sound level between overflights.

Major Sources

Figure 5-7 shows the relative numbers of various sources which

could be identified as causing the A-welghted sound level to exceed

70 dB during most of the 20 minute measurements. The figure is for

the entire study aresj excluding the airport influence zone, and

indicates - not unexpectedly - that autos and trucks most frequently

cause high local sound levels. A more detailed examination of

vehicle sound levels is presented in Figure 5-8. This shows that

the apparent A-weighted sound levels of automobiles throughout the

community are closely grouped, with few cars being much noisier

than the bulk. Thus, a noise regulation or enforcement program
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• 640 Readingsof A-WeightedSoundLevel from
70 d6 to 60 dB

Automobiles
51.6%

Off Road
Vehicles0.6%
Motorcycles 0,4%
Buses1,3%

Trucks
26.7% Railroads0.5%

Construction Eqpt 2.5%
Jets SmallPlanes1.2%
10.3%

Helicopters1.1%

42 Readingsof A-WeightedSound LevelOver 50 dB

_Off RoadVehicles2.4%

t J_ ,Motorcycles 2.4%

Automobi,es11.9%\ /" / \"-..J Bose,4.6%
/ >, • EmergencyVehicles2.4%

Jets 9.5% _._ Construction Eqpt. 19%

F_.$uce 5-7. Sources of Intrusive Single gveni; Noise Levels
in Boise Excluding Airport Influence Area
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Figure 5-8. Distribution of Auto.bile Sound Levels Above 70 dg
Measured at Various Cos=unity Locations in Boise

for ears would probably not cause s significant reduction in automobile

traffic noise levels unless virtually all of the csre were ude quieter.

H_ever, as illustrated in Figure 5-9, one to two percent of the trucks

with _asured sound levels exceeding 70 dB _re significantly noisier

than the _jorlty. _is su6sests th=t a noise enforcement pro_r_ for

trucks to Insure adequate mufflin_ end reasonable operation within clt 7

limits could result in a noticeable reduction in truck trs_fin sound

levels alon_ truck routes. Figure 5-10 sh_s that in the airport Influ-

ence area, jet aircraft join trucks and sutoa as a frequent source o£

high sound levels. It is interesting that even at ve_ high levels

over 80 dB, trucks constitute nearly as _ny intrusions as aircraft,
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Figure 5-9. Distribution of Truck Sound Levels Above 70 dB
Measured at Various Community Locations in Boise

This implies _hat the airport area average sound levels may be more

sensitive to increased truck traEfic than indicated in Section 5.1.5.

5.2 Recommendations

The natural silence of the Boise Valley has not been completely

eliminated within Boise city limits by modern activlcles. Late at night,'

when the movement of people iS at a minimum, the extremely low A-weighted

sound levels shown in Table 5-2 were measured. Such low levels, averag-

ing 37 dB, are never achieved in many metropolitan areas, and serve to

illustrate the real opportunity that the City of Boise has to preserve

its peaceful environment. _he following recommendations, based on the

sound survey, will help area planners prevent the increase of sound

levels throughout the city,
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131 Readingsof A-WeightedSound Level
from 70dB to 80dP

Automobiles
38.9%
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43 Readingsof A-WeightedSound LevelOver 80 d8
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Figure 5-10. Sources of lncruelve Noise in Che
Boise Airport Influence Area
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Table 5-2

Minimum Sound Levels Found in Bols_

Sile Alia U_ed Avemg*
'rime A* Site Addle, A-Weighted SoundLevel La_4 Lha

24-Hou_ Slle (o, 80 Srco,d_, d8

0135 St,.er & [_,gene 38 Relidenfiol

0155 H;II Rc.ad 39 Reside,rlol

_200 2715 201hStreet 35 8esldenlial

0216 Clover &,_9o_e 39 Park, Op*. Spot*

0219 50| ._e SIfeel 57 Bo_[de,I;al

0227 X Ha.hart 42 Relldenliol

0253 Ifl;hla.d View a.d Heather Place 34 R*sldenBlot

_41 ._ Bah8i_*Qt 34 J_wsld*nl;*,t

024." Fla_|:Iln & _hh Sir©.: .'9 ScFool. Cpe. S_c*

025! X 1050 KFoll5tre*t 39 R*llden_lol

0.105 029 _on 30 8*$1dentl_l

0306 207 L_;_ 33 8**ldenliol

0:115 X Cify Hall (No. SIcr,) 51 CBD

0324 1916Lc_ch 33 8Jddant;ol
_ ,v 28.1"3.r._r_ _ BO*[4*,._Z,I

0.147 9801Skycl;ff* 32 Keddential

0_,SS |dna A Dalton 37 8e_idenlial

0404 2951 Dolto. Ln 34 Wmo.I

0412 Pleec* ol D_d End 36 A_icul*_ol

0419 X 711| ,_:_llen 30 BOs[d*nIlul

0425 6603 Holiday Dtlv* 41 R*sldan_Iol

043_ VIc_orl & [og1*_. 44 Vaccmt

0445 4256 _n*t Str*et 38 Bodd*ntlal

04_8 N_'z pierc* a To0_alt 36 8¢s;crtn_fal

0509 X 217 R_'dfishL_n* 44 Ra_idmntlal

0,5_0 200] Harr_n¥ Ro_d 31 A_iculru_ol

_25 Boise& Holcomb_ 36 . AG'Icuhm_l

0534 13_ _/ucli4 39 8esiden_lal

0549 Jullo Davl_ Pa_k 40 Pink, OF_nSpaca

Mean " 37.3dB
St. De%'_atlon _ _.5 dB
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Industrial and Commercial Areas

Since average sound levels in these areas result principally from

road traffic, the growth of traffic volume should be limited to those

roads bounded by compatible land use zones. This is particularly important

for commercial areas where greater volume will readily increase sound

levels to which the public is exposed during routine nonoccupational

activities. In some cases, it may be desirable to direct traffic to sev-

eral streets at lower volumes rather than a few principal streets at

high volumes.

Residential Areas

Average sound levels in residential areas are also closely tied to

road traffic and thus traffic volume along local and collector streets

should not be allowed to grow markedly. The use of arterials through

residential sections intended to carry high traffic volumes (>6000

vehicles per day) should be discouraged, or coupled with provisions

for compatible land use or buffer zones (or sound barriers) along the

road.

Parks

In order for park areas to provide visitors the tranquility of

the quiet natural environment of Boise, they should not be located adja-

cent to commercial or industrial areasp or roads with ADT approaching

6,000.
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Airport,Influence Area

The area within the NEF 40 contour is presently compatible with

nonresidential activities such as most industry, agriculture, or range-

land use. Traffic growth, including heavy trucks to supply industry,

will increase average sound levels by a small amount. The NEF 30-40

zone is suitable for the same activities as the NEF 40, and also com-

mercial and/or shopping areas. Growth in surface traffic volume - espe-

cially to the 6,000 vehicle per day level - will noticeably increase

average sound levels. If residential development is contemplated for

areas within the projected 1992 NEF 30-40 zone construction should

provide a noise reduction of A-welghted noise levels at least 5 dg

greater than that of typical construction in other areas to assure a

comparable interior environment. It would also be desirable to arrange

the housing ao as to minimize the need for outdoor activities; for

example, by providing covered com_unal recreation areas.

Ma_or Sources

To remove some of the most intrusive roadway sounds, a vehicle

noise enforcement program could be instituted to reduce the sound

levels produced by heavy trucks. An enforced requirement that the A-

weighted sound level of a vehicle not exceed 86 dB at 50 feet when

operated on a surface street would be conalstent with regulations in

effect in other cities and states, and would result in a reduction in

aoued level of approximately the loudest 2 percent of trucks operating

in the city.
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GLOSSARY

A-Weighted Sound A sound level determined using the "A" fre-

Level quency weighting L,fa sound level meter which

selectively discriminates against high and low

frequencies to approximate the auditory sensi-

tivity of human hearing at moderate sound levels,

Measures such as Ldn and Leqj which are devel-

oped in tems of A-Welghted sound levels, have

been widely correlated with degrees of community

noise impact and annoyance.

Day-Night Sound Ldn is a calculated single number which describes

Level (Ldn) environmental noise for 24 hours based on the aver-

age energy content, It is often calculated by

averaging the energy content of all hourly Leq'S.

(See equivalent sound level.) To account for

increased nighttime sensitivity to noise, the Leq

values for the nighttime hours (2200 to 0700) are

increased by 10 dB for the calculation.

Decibel (dS) A unit for describing the amplitude or level of

acoustical quantities - see Level,
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Equivalent Sound A measure which describes tile sound level of a

Level (Leq) time period of fluctuating environmental noise

with a single number. Leq is an average level

based on the average energy content of the sound

rather than average sound level. It is the con-

stant sound level which would contain the same

amount of acoustical energy as the fluctuating

level for the given period. When reporting Leq

values, the time period over which the noise is

averaged must be specified; for example, for

measurements taken over an 8 hour period, the

equivalent sound level is expressed Leq(8).

These measurements, and the resulting Leq

values, are A-Welghted, unless specifically

designated otherwise.

Frequency The number of sound pressure fluctuations per

second of a particular sound expressed in hertz

(cycles per second). Frequency is the property

of sound that is perceived as pitch.

Level A scale for describing the amplitude of acoustical

quantities. In environmental acoustics, usually

ten times the logarithm (base I0) of the ratio of

an acoustical quantity which is proportional to

power (i.e., sound power, sound pressure squared,

42
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sound intensity, etc.) to a reference quantity of

the same kind. The value is a.signed the unit

decibels.

Background Ambient The sound level which exists in the absence of

Sound Level any local identifiable sound sources. Usually

perceived as a background rushing sound of many

indistinguishable sources.

Sound Level The instantaneous sound pressure level in deci-

as Lp = 10 log (p2/p2re f) where pbels defined is

the acoustic pressure and Pref is 20 micro-

pascals. In practice, this quantity is measured

in declbels directly with a sound level meter,

usually applying the A-welghtlng network of the

meter (see A-weighted sound level).

Statlaticel Sound The sound level which is exceeded for a par_icu-

Level (Lx) far percentage of the time during a given period.

The percentage of time exceeded corresponds to the

subscript for each metric, For example, the Lgo

Of a period of environmental noise is a low level

exceeded 90 percent of the time, but the Llo is a

higher level which was exceeded only i0 percent of

the time.

i
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AFPENDIX A

SURVEY METHOD

PLANNING

From the point of view of deriving information, the survey

was classified iota two types of sites -- those representative of the

cou_aunity in general and those representative of highway impact. From

the planning perspective, it was necessary to develop two separate site

selection techniques to characterize these different types of sites.

To characterize the co_unlty in general, the city and sur-

rounding areas were divided into 54 1,6 k_ (l--mile) square sections each

corresponding to an official section as used in the atandard surveying

scheme. The survey boundary did not include all of the 54 sections.

Uelng section maps having a scale of one inch to 200 feet, each section

was divided into a three.by.three matrix thus producing nlne ceils of

equal area. In residential areas, the closest street tm the centrold

of each cell was located and the measurement site located at the edge

closest to the centrold. The actual measurement pmint _-as located by

epplylng one of two criteria. If a building was located at the site,

the measurement point was located 2 meters (6 feet) in front of the

building and 2 meters (6 feet) from the edge opposite the drlvewey as

Jhown in Appendix D attached. If there were no building located

at the sitet then the measurement point was located 15 meters (50

feet) back from the curb.
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Initially all cells (originally 360) within the survey bound-

aries were to be measured. Owing to resource limitations, the size of

the survey was reduced in area such that only 266 were measured.

The method for selecting sites along roads having medium

traffic (i.e., the average daily traffic (ADT) flew is between 6,000

and 18,000 vehicles) and for roads having high traffic (i.e., the ADT

was greater than 18,000 vehicles) as follows.

First, for each road category (i.e., medium and heavy

traffic), potential sites were located along each road at approximately

13 km (12 mile) intervals. For medium traffic roads, 222 potential sites

were identified. For high traffic roads, 50 potential sites were identl-

fled. Assuming standard deviations of sound levels along the medium and

high tbafflc roads of 5 and 3 dB respectively, the required sample sizes

were determined by referring to Figure A-I. Thus, to be able to gener-

ate mean sound level values with 95 percent confidence that they are

correct within +.2 dB, medium traffic and high traffic samples of 27 and

II measurement locations would be required respectively. Again, due to

resource limitations, different sample sizes were actually obtained and

the standard deviations of the measured data were sllghtly different

than assumed. Actual sample sizes are given in Appendix g. Owing to

particular concern for low volume streets, additional measurement loca-

tions adjacent to various local streets (ADT <6,000) were also selected.

A-2
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The actual microphone locations for road measurements were

obtained moving 2 meters (6 feet) in front of any building located on

the site or 30.5 meters (100 feet) away from the curb for high traffic

roads, or 15,2 meters (50 feet) away from the curb for medlom traffic

roads.

TEHPORALMETHODS

The survey utilized two temporal techniques: manual 20-

minute samples and automatlc 24-hour samples. The former technique was

utilized to generate statistical data and derive the Leq'S for a

20-mlnute non-peak traffic period. It required the collection of data

by personnel (either APA, EPA or City staff, Boise State University

students or Borah High School students) who at each site measured the

A-weighted sound level using an ANSI Type II sound level meter set to

slow response, At the end of every 15-second interval, the instanta-

neous meter reading was'recorded. For levels less than 70 dB, the

level was tallied by placing slashed lines corresponding to each

occurrence in the appropriate 2 dB-wide sound level band on the dote

sheet (see Appendix D), Above 70 dB, source codes rather than sloshed

lines enabled a means of source identification. Thus each observer

constructed a distribution of the sound levels, indicated the sources

of all events over 70 dB, and noted general co_ments on road condi-

tions, source envlronment, and any other pertinent input.
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Three Hetrosonics dB 602 Co_aunlty Noise Analyzers autowati-

cally collected the 24-hour data. The units were located at I0 locations

throughout the city. To provide equipment security and AC power, the

measurement 1ocatlons were flexible; however, all locations were vlsually

unobstructed from the street. The conraunity noise analyzers were set to
i

collect the following information on an hourly basis -- Leq , LID , LS0 ,

and Lg0.

ANALYSIS

The 20-mlnute samples were coded onto computer cards and

processed using the computer program listed in Appendix B. The 24-hour

hourly data were directly read from the co.unity noise analyzers. Ldn

was calculated by a separate computer program from the hourly Leq values,
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APPENDIX g

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

This appendix provides supplementary and background r_aterial to

sections 4.4 and 5.0 of the report. Data handling or analysis decails

not fully covered in those sections are presented here.

Data Reduction

Approxlmetely 24,560 individual sound level readings were made

during the 20-mlnute measurements throughout interior areae or along

roads. These readings were reduced by co_puter Co a few useful average

values. For each 20-minute measurement, the computer produced one page

of informat.ion including:

o Equivalent sound level (Leq) for the 20-mlnute measurement

period.

o Sound level distribution of sources exceeding 70 dg

o Time of day of the measurement

o Land use of the measurement area

o Exact measurement locatlon coordinates,

An example reduced data page is shown in Figure g-l. The co=purer

program which was used is included at the end of this appendix.

Using the land use or site codes of the printed output, the data

were separated into the area categories shown in Table B-l, each cate-

gory containing the indicated number of 20 minute samples. In each

category, the numerical means of the L90 and Leq values for the

B-1
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Table B-1

Summary of 20..Hinute Measurements
Taken Between 9:00 AM and 5;00 PH in Boise

95 Percent

Confidence
No. of Standard Interval

Type of Site 20 Minute Mean Lg0 Mean Leq Deviation of of Mean Leq
Samples (Ave, Residual) (_Ldn) Leq Values Based on

(Figure S-2)

dS

I
t_ Residential 170 42.1 53.7 0,56 + 1.5

Cozmercial 26 52.7 62.9 5.75 _ 2.5
Roads < 6000ADT 6 37.7 54.2 5.12 _ 5.5
Roads > 18000 ADT 12 57.0 65.9 5,11 _ 3.5
Roads 6000<ADT<IS000 23 51,1 64.0 4.31 "_2
Industrial 11 51.6 62,1 6,27 "_4.5
Central Business District 5 55,8 66.4 6.23 _ 5

Parks/Open Space 24 44,1 52.5 11.89 _ 5.5
Inside NEF 30 Contour 17 45.2 58.2 8,65 _4.5

Inside NBF 40 Contour 13 46.4 65.9 12.65 2+_--5.5
Total 307



20 minute samples were calculated_ along with the standacd deviation

of the Leq values. These are also tabulated in Table B-I end ware

the principal reduced data used for analyals.

Data Uncertainty

The survey technique used in Boise contalne two principal types

of data uncertainty - sampling error and measurement error,

Samplin_ Error

Xn each land use area, a finite number of 20 minute samples was

taken to estimate the mean Leq for the area. The sample size (number of

20 minute Leq valuee) necessary to eetlmate the actual area mean Leq to

within awcertain confidence interval with a specified confidence is

related to the standard deviation of the population of all possible

20 minute Leq eamples. In order to be aura, with a specified degree

of confidence, that a sample estimate of populatlon mean falle within

a given confidence interval, _, it is approprlaee ao apply the equation:

where: t = the confidence parameter (from a student's "t" dlstribut_on)

which depends upon the degree of confidence desired in the sample and

on the sample size

" the $tandard deviation of the population of all possible

samplee (in this case,'of all possible 20 minute Leq valuen) and

n - the eample eize.

A graph of this equation ia shown in Figure B-2.
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This figure was used as explained in Appendix A, to estimate desired

sample sizes for the land use area categories based on a standard devia-

tion estimate for each category, These desired sizes were not always

reached_ however, due to logistical and manpower dlfficulities. Thus it

was necessary to determine the confidence intervals for the sample sizes

which were achieved. These were obtained from Figure B-2 using the stand-

ard deviation of the sample as an estimate of that of the entire popula-

tion. These estimated confidence intervals for a 95 percent confidence

level are given in Table B-I for each land use area category.

Measurement Error

The 20 minute measurements were performed by manually reading a

sound level meter at 15-second intervals, Uncertainty in these readings

is provoked by calibration accuracy, meter accuracy, and reading accuracy.

Although all field personnel were trained in the use of electronic sound

level meter calibrators, insufficient calibrators were on hand for assign-

ment to every field team. Thus, some teams were unable to check calibra-

tion at regular intervals throughout a day of measurements. For these

teams, the meter was calibrated at the beginning of the day, and this

calibration was checked upon the team's return. In general, these

beginning and end checks indicated the meters to have maintained calib-

ration within I dB even with the varying low outdoor temperatures, This

may have been partially due to the consistent use of fresh batteries.

Meter and reading accuracies can be considered together. The accuracy of
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a Type 11 sound level meter required by ANSI Standard SI.4 - 1971 when

indicating A-weighted levels of community noise is no worse than plus or

minus I dB. Also, since instantaneous "snapshot" type readings were

often required while the meter needle was moving (slow meter damping),

it is judged that reading accuracy was no better than plus or minus 1

dB. For both meter and reading accuracies, however, there is no reason

to expect that the errors would be biased toward the plus or minus side,

since several different combinations of meters and observers were used.

Thus no significant fixed error would have been induced into either the

calculated Leq for each 20 m_nute sample or the calculated mean Leq for a

group of samples representing a land use category.

Uncertainty Summar_

The confidence with which the mean values of the measured samples

represent the true community noise level mean values was determined

using Figure B-2 and is expressed in Table B-l, Uncertainty of the

measured samples due to sound level meter calibration was seen to be

insignificant. Heasurement errors due to instrument or reading errors

are preaumed to be ramdomly distributed about the equivalent or mean

values, and therefore will not significantly alter the calculated

equivalent sound levels or their means, Hence, measurement uncertainties

do not degrade the confidence intervals and levels establ_sbed by the

sample sizes selected.
i
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Table B-l shows that the nlean Leq values determined re; almost

all areas of the survey are within 5 dB of the actual population means

with 95-percent confidence. In particular, the mean noise levels in

the important residential and medium to high volume road areas have

been determined with an especially narrow confidence interval. Thus,

the confidence in principal data is sufficient to allow the conclusive

interpretations of Section 5,0 of the report.

Leq(8 ) to Ldn Converslo.

The principal survey data for each site consisted of the Leq for

a 20-mlnute period between the weekday hours of 9:00 AM and 5:00 FM.

Each land use area within the city contained several such sites, and

their 20 minute samples were uniformly distributed throughoug the 9:00

to 5:00 purled. Thus, for each land use area, the 20 minute Leq values

could be arithmetically averaged to estimate, with a certain confidence,

the average Le9 in the area for the 9:00 to 5:00 period. (The con-

fidence _n the average Leq(8 ) estimation is developed elsewhere in this

appendix.) A method was then developed to determine the average Ld. for

each land use area based on this average Leq(8 ),

The method for determining the Laq-tO-Ldn conversion was derived

from the 24-hour sound level measurements, which gave hourly Leq values

for several locations around the city. From these values the Ldn and

the Leq(8 ) from 9:00 to 5:00 were calculated for each site. This allowed

a direct and accurate comparison of the 9:00 to 5:00 Leq with the Ldn
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for these sites. The 24-hour results were then _eparated according to

land use, yielding an assessment of the difference between 9:00 to 5:00

Leg and Ldn for each type of area. These differences are shown in the

fourth column of Table B-2, where it can be seen that, on the average,

the magnitude of this difference is always much less than 1 dB.

It was then assumed that tiledifferences between the average Leq(8 )

and Ldn values m_asured at the 24 hour sites are representative of the

differences between the average measured Leq and the true average Ldn

for the 20 minute sites. This was made based on the similarity between

microphone locations, measurement periods, and measured 9:00 to 5:00 Leq

for the 24 hour and 20 minute measurements. Thus, the average values in

column 4 of Table B-2 are adjustments which may be applied to the average

Leq data from the 20 minute surveys in order to estimate average Ldn.

From the above, it is seen that tbe differences between average

daytime Leq (9:00 to 5:00) and Ldn for Boise are mucb less than I dg

in all areas. (It is presumed that a sin*ilar difference exists for

parks and open space s which were not included in 24-hour measurements

but are similar to residential areas.) This is in accordance with a

major previous study which indicated that, for areas with Ldn less than

55 dg, the nighttlme Leq is typically 10 dS below the daytime beq.* This

*Information on the Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect

Public Health and Welfare With an Adequate Margin of Safety, U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, March 1974
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Table 0-2

Differences Between Leq(8 ) (9:00 AH-- 5:00 PH) and Ldn
Calculated from Weekday 24-11our Heasurements in Boise

LdnDdB Leq(O),dB Ldn - Leq(8),dB Average Leq 8),dB
(24-hour (_4-hour (24-hour (20--mlnutd (

Land Use measurements) measurements) measurements) measurements)

59.3 57.1 2.2
Residential 45.4 43.4 2.6

51.5 53.6 -2.1
51.7 53.2 -1.5

,54.7 54.3 0.4
Averages: - 52.3 0.32 53,7

56.5 55.5 1.0
Arterial 58.0 59.7 -1.7
(6000 ABT 59.6 60.7 -1,1

Averages: - 58.6 -0.6 54.2

Airport Influence 60.4 60,9 -0,5 58.2 to 65.9

CBD 65.7 65.3 0.4 66.4
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would cause the calculated Ldn value to just equal the daytime Leq as

is the case on the average for Bolse's quiet areas. The previous study

also showed that, as Ldn increased from 55 to 65 dB, the difference between

daytime and nighttime Leq would decrease to 4 dB, which would permit the

nighttime values to dominate the Ldn calculation (when the i0 dB weight-

ing is added) and cause the Ldn to exceed the daytime Leq. It is

apparent that in Boise this does not happen. In areas of Boise with a

high Ldn j the nighttime levels apparently are not great enough to increase

the Ldn , hut remain st a level sufficiently low to keep Ldn approximately

equal to daytime Leq.

It is concluded that the approximate difference between the daytime

average Leq determined by the 20-minute surveys and Ldn st the same

site in Boise should be zero. This is particularly reasonable in light

of two final relatlonships. First, the 20-mlnute survey measurements

themselves are probably accurate to no more than plus or minus I dB,

but the average differences between the 24-hour Leq(8 ) and Ldn values

are on the order of only one-half dB. Secondj the 95-percent confidence

.! intervals for the average Leq values derived from the 20-mlnute measure-

! ments are much larger than the above one-half dB differences. Thus the

differences between Leq(8 ) and Ldn resulting from the 24-hour measure-

ments are very_ very small when compared to the normal 20-minute survey

uncertainty, and do not represent a significant adjustment.
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Development of Noise Zones

General

Via the data manipulations previously described, Ldn values were

obtained for areas of various land use within the survey area. The land

use codes used to categorize the data for interior measurement sites were

nsslgned to the sites by an Ads County assistant planner. Thus, accuracy

of the land use assignments was assured. To indicate these assignments

and corresponding sound levels on a city map, a photograph from a Landsat

satellite was used. This photograph indicates the predominant land use

for each one-slxteenth mile square in the area by color. (The predominant

land use for each square is deduced by the satellite based on the reflected

and radiated light characteristics of each type of land use.) The Landsat

photo of the Boise area was simplified by the Ads County Staff to limit

the total number of land use types indicated. It is believed that

the land use assignments made by =he aaslstant planner correspond well

with the land use interpretations of Landsat, and that the Landsat

photograph is an accurate pictorial display of the land use categories

for which Ldn values have been established.

Additional areas were added to the Landsat photograph to show

distinctive sound patterns not directly related to land use. The central

business district core is represented as a separate commercial area

defined by the area's intense commercial buildings, activities, and
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traffic. The airport influence area is shown based on NEF-30 and NEF-40

contours prepared in a previous airport study. Noise zones that are

shown along roadways have widths determined according to the following

procedure.

Highway Noise Zone Boundary Determination

The following Table B-3 can be used to roughly estimate the width

of roadway lloise influence zones along roadways in the Boise area. This

may be desirable where local planning or complaint difficulties arise.

The table is based on the mean Ldn values determined for roadway and

interior areas, and on a nominal attenuation of 4.5 dB per doubling of

distance from the roadway. It was assumed that, for the Boise sound

survey program, the average measurement distance from the roadway edge

was 15.2 m (50 ft) for roadway sites. The outer edge of the roadway

noise influence zone is taken to be the location where traffic sounds

from the subject road cease to measurably increase the average Ldn for

the surrounding type of area.

Table B-3

Roadway No_se Influence Zone Approximate Widths

Influence Zone Half Width-Roadway To

Zone Outer Edge-Without Buildln_s*
Roadway ADT Residential/Parks Con_ereial/Industrlal

< 6000 24.4 m (80 ft.) No Influence

6000 - IBO00 . 50 m (190 ft.) 24.4 m (80 ft.)
> 18000 67 m (220 ft.) 36,6 m (120 ft.)

*If buildings are present lining the roadway, the influence zone width

will equal,either the building setback plus the building length, or the
above distance, whichever is smaller, See text,
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To determine the influence zone width for a given roadway, note

whether there is a continuous line of buildings along the road, If so,

the influence zone will generally not extend beyond this first row of

buildings. For hi_ volume roads in residential areas, some influence

may be apparent at the second row of homes, particularly if the size

of the spacing between the first row buildings approaches the average

building width, If buildings are not present close to the road, or

if the spacing is greater than building width, then the zone widths

given in Table B-3 for the various traffic volumes and land uses apply.

In general, the roadway noise influence zone widths should not exceed

those given in the table.

Data Reduction Program

The data reduction program (Figure B-3) was written in FORTRAN by

the Boise State University Urban Research Center. This program is

baaed upon a data reduction program developed by the EPA Region VI

office in Dallas, Texas.
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Figure B-3. Computer Prosrem Used for Initial Daea Reduction
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Yisure U-3. Computer Program Used for Initial Data Reduction
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Figure B-3. Computer Program U_ed _or Initial Da_a Reduction
(Continued)
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Ftsure 3-3. Computer Progra_ U_ed for Initial Data Reduce/on
(OonC_nued)
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Figu:e B-3, Computer Pro_cmUJed for $n£t£sl Da_a Reduction
(Cont£nued)
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Figure B-3. Computer Program Used for Inic£al Daca Reduction
(Continued)
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Figure B-3. Computer Pro_ramUsed for Znltlal Data Reduction
(Continued)
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APPENDIX C

EQUIPMENTDETAILS

The two levels of temporal sampling used in the survey required two

types of instrumentation. For the manually collected data, the observa-

tion teams employed ANSI Type 2 sound level meters (with windscreens)

mounted on tripods, The sound level meters were calibrated prior to and

- immediately after each day's session utilizing a compatible acoustic

calibrator. (Figure C-1 depicts the manual collection of data.) Quiet-

period nighttime measurements were taken with a B&KANSI Type I sound

level meter.

The 24-hour surveys required a more sophisticated system. The noise

signal detecced by the BbK 4921 outdoor microphone system (Figure C-2) was

fed into the Metrosonics dB-602 Community Noise Analyzer (Figure C-3) which

digitized the data nt a rate of one sample per second, classified the data

into 100 bins each one decibel vide and computed the hourly Leq , LIO, LS0 ,

and Lg0. The information was stored for an internal solid-state memory

from which it was read out at the end o£ each 24-hour period.

The B&K 4921 microphone system contains a I/2 inch air condenser

microphone, assembled in a comprehensive weather and moisture-proof

arrangemen_ including windscreen, raincover, bind spike, and humidifier.

Using the build-in electrostatic actuator, the system was calibrated at

the start and conclusion of each 24-hour period. The microphone was

connected to _he community noise analyzer via a 30-meter cable.
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Figure c-2, Outdoor Microphone in P_ace for
24-hour Data Collection
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APPENDIX D

DATAFORMSANDINSTRUCTIONS

All project personnel who performed 20-minute measurements received

personal training in sound level meter use and field data acquisition

techniques. Only after this practice were instrument operators sent

into the field. The written data collection package given to each

operator or team consisted of:

o Cover sheet indicating the exact 540 m (l/3--mile)square cells

containing the sites to be measured.

o Complete list of procedures for obtaining and recording a

20--u_inute sample of data at a given site.

o Figures indicating preferred microphone placement for different

types of slice (e.g., grid site, roadway site, etc.).

o An example data sheet showing correct procedures for comple-

tion and data logging.

o Blank data sheets to be completed.

o A large scale map upon which was marked the intendedmeasurement

location.

Examples of these items (with exception of the map) are presented

in this appendix. Note that the data sheet easily allows the observer

to record comments and a site sketch as weil as sound level data.
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Telephone number for Section: Cells:
assistance: 384-4394

Section: Ceils:

Section: Cetls:

Name: Phone No:

Name: Phone No:

Date:

SL/4:

Mode 1

$.N.

D--2



TEST PROCEDURE

I, Write namej date, and section number assigned in upper right hand
corner of Data Log Book.

2, Locate site,

3. Fill in top part of Data sheet.

4. Set up tripod at test site. Hake sure SLM is in a vertical position.

5. Make sure windscreen is on microphone.

6. Place weighting adjustment to A.

7, Place fast-slow adjustment to slow.

8, Turn meter on.

9. Set dB adjustments according to noise levels st test site.

10. Take dB reading every 15 seconds and record for a 20 minute period.

I|. Turn off SLM at end of 20 minute period.

12. Total up readings on data sheet.

13. Fill in post-survey co_ents.

14. Move _o next test site.
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APPENDIX E

24-HOUR DATA

The 24-hour data obtained with the community noise analyzer are

presented in this appendix, Note that the summary sheet (Table E-i)

indicates that some of the measurements were repeated during different

days at the same site, Following the summary is _n individual tabula-

tion and 24-hour graph for each site showing hourly levels of Leq , L90 ,

L50 , and LIO , and daily values of Leq and Ldn.

y
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Table E-I

Summary of 24-Hour Measurements of Noise

in Boise, Idaho, January 1977

I Lond U_e or Local
Stort Fin;sh Leq(24J Ld(dB) Ln (dB) Ldn Nohe Source

Lc_:afio_ Doy' Tir_e Do_' T_m_ (dB) (070D-220C) f2200- 0700) (dB)

Clly Hall R_f I/7 1730 I/8 1630 61.0 60.1 62.4 68.5 Road
(SW _./4) FIJ. Sa_.

C_ly Holl P,o_f I/8 1730 I/9 1630 59.O 56.5 61.2 67. I ¸ Road
($W I/4) Sal. 5u..

City Holl Aoof 1/10 1030 I/I I 0';30 62.0 63.B .58.8 66.0 CBD
(SW I/.I) Mort. '_u_.

7111 Mck_lle._ _530 1430 56.0 57.5 $1.3 .$9.0 RelidQm_oi

2040 Ptnnlnger I/_2 1530 1/13 1,130 _9.0 61.1 49.1 60.0 AItp_lt
Wed. Thu.. N£F 30-NEF 40

2800 No. _:rye I/_2 1830 1/13 1730 43.0 44.1 37.0 45.0 Re_id.ntiaiWed. ThUth

_05 H_,_.e_ I/1_ }7,_0 1/13 16_O 54.0 55.7 43.! .57.G Aalerlal

I_'_ _lh $_ree_ 1/13 1730 1/14 /veer_ol
lh_r_. _I. 1630 56.0 5B.O 47.8 58.0 < 6000 ADT

2_7 Redlhh Lono I/_3 1930 1/14 1_30 _0.0 52.0 40.$ _2.0 Relldemiol
lhu,. F,_.

1050K_ollSIreet 1/13 1830 1/14 _730 _0.0 $1.5 42.0 52.0 AJs;dQ._lal
'_h_. F_i•

1614BIh$il._ 1/14 1930 _/15 1230 52.0 53._ _0.B 58.0 _'t erla_
Fd. $_t. < 6000 A0T

1050KroTI$_ree_ _/14 1930 1/15 1330 47.0 47.3 46.7 53.0 _de_llo_
F_i• Sat.

1?90H_II Re_d 1/18 la30 1/19 TB30 _l].0 60.0 .10.7 60.0 Arte_la_
I"l,aco I"ue_. Wed. < 6000 AOT

'_00C_tln 1/20 ! 1/21
_hu_. i 1930 Fr_. 1_30 53.0 _4.3 45.1 .$5.0 R_tidentlol

E-2
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Table E-2

24-11OURDATA SIIEET

Loe_tion: Cit7 I{all RooE | I}_te Time

Serial Numbe_' of Mike: S06149 S[_l_'t J_l-,7T77 17:30

EPA Propert_Number of Anlllyzer: 063010 Finish | _-8-77 10:30

!

All Doseriptions in. Deeibols

Hour Hour L�O

1730 5S $7 40 47 0630 61 63 60 55

1_30 58 01 53 4_ 0730 61 03 $0 $4

1930 61 62 56 S0 0830 62 63 $8 54

ZU3U bZ 04 58 53 O�_O OZ bb 59 _4

2130 61 63 59 54 1030 62 63 $9 54
,,,,,

2230 62 64 fl0 55 1130 60 6Z 59 52

'2'330 63 64 60 86 1230 60 62 56 S0

i

2430 62 64 60 56 1330 56 59 55 47

0130 62 64 60 57 1430 55 56 51 47

0230 63 64 60 57 1530 51 52 49 40

0330 63 54 60 56 1630 56 55 47 46

0430 63 64 61 57

0530 62 63 61 57

bda = 69'dB E-3

I,eq ,_ 59.0 dB (9-5)



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGIiT AVERAGE LEVEL

City Hall - January 7, 1977 (Ldn): 68.5 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

12 16 20 24 4 8 12 16 20
NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-3

24-}[01}RDATA SHEET

Loe_ttlon: City ilallRoof I Date 'rinlc:

SerIL_NumbQl' of Mike: 806149 Stm't I ]-8-77 ]7:30

EPA Property Number of Analyze*': 0630]9 .Fini._h " i-_.J-77' ib:30
Operator: R.R.

All Deseription._in Decibels

Hour I_oul, L�I 1

1730 $4 $7 48 47 0630 01 62 38 54

1830 SS 88 40 48 0730 00 62 $7 84

1930 55 58 50 48 0830 60 61 36 52

2030 59 61 S1 49 0930 58 61 55 52

_1_o bU bZ b5 bZ 103U bY 59 54 bZ

2230 60 62 56 SO 1130 54 57 32 49

2330 61 63 57 S0 1230 55 86 48' 47

2430 61 63 59 84 1330 49 50 48" 40

0130 62 62 58 53 1430 47 46 41 40

0230 61 63 57 55 1530 50 40 40 38

0330 51 63 88 33 1630 52 SS 41 39

0430 61 63 57 52

0530 62 63 89 34

L&, = 67 dB

Lc._ ,, 54.2 dB (9-8)
E-5
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Summary of sound levelB at DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

City Hall - January 8, 1977 (Ldn): 67,1 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

S0

,o

70

_ 6g
0
ffJ

5O

40 _ LeqL10

issam L90

30
12 16 20 24 4 8 12 16 20

NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-4

24-DOUR DATA SIIEET

Loeat|onr City Hall Roof Doto T|me
Scrial Numbc*' of ;_IH¢e:506149 Stnl'| 1-I0-77 09:50

EPA Property Number or Ann]yzer: 063019 Fiz_is}l I-1i-.77 11:50

Opera[or: Konheim

All D¢!scr!_tJo:is in D<_cibel_

Hour ||our L00

1030 64 64 61 57 2330 61 59 51 47

1130 65 65 62 59 2430 55 58 49 46

1230 64 65 62 60 0130 54 55 47 46

1350 65 65 62 60 0230 52 51 46 45

1430 66 66 63 60 0330 5] 51 47 45

1530 65 66 65 60 0430 02 54 47 46

1630 65 65 62 59 0530 57 60 52 47

t730 65 64 60 36 0630 63 71 60 54

[830 62 63 69 54 0730 64 71 60 54

[95b 61 62 57 52 083D 64 67 61 68

2030 59 62 57 S1 "0930 64 63 63 60

Z130 b0 62 $6 51 1030 60 63 63 60

._250 58 61 54 49 1130 66 64 64 60

Ldn., 66 dB

Leq " 65.3 dB (9-6) Z-7



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGIIT AVERAGE LEVEL

City Hall - January 10, 1977 (Ldn); 65.7 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
9O

80

5O

4O

30

12 16 20 24 4 8 12 16 20
NOON MIDNIGIIT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-5

24-HOUR DATA SHEET

Location: ' 7111 i',l_lullcPs Date "J'Lmc

Serial Numbe).' of I_Hke: 506149 Sl_'t =. 15:00
EPA Property Number ot Anuiyzvr: 063019 Finish 1,)':4:_

Operotor: AK

All Descriptions in Decibels

Hour Hour _ L�0

1530 39 64 48 45 0330 49 '49 47 46
., i

1630 60 53 50 48 0430 48 48 47 46

1730 58 56 49 47 0530 40 48 46 44

_83U 59 ,.54 49 47 Oo3u 4; 4_ 4o _

1930 60 56 49 47 0730 48 49 47 43

2030 "' 54 53 48 47 0830 51 45 47 44

5130 '62 38 50 48 0930 52 50 48 46

;_330 54 54 30 40 1130 55 SS 48 44
l,

2430 51 _1 49 47 1230 57 53 48 47

0130 55 S1 40 47 j 1330 57 53 47 43

0230 49 49 48 46 [ 1430 56 53 40 46

Ldn • 59.3 dB

% - s7.1,m(9.s)
E-9

i'



Summary ofsound levelsat DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

7111 McMullen Drive (Ldn):59.3dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

80

r

°_ 00 I, Io "_ v.. _ '_ 0'2 I

J
I I. ] I "q _111 _ I

--m' Leq P

' I_0-.... LI"i
-- L$O r

---._,mLO0I I3o IIII
12 1" 20 ,24 4 $ 12 10 20

NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-6

24-I]OURDATA SRE_T

Loelltion: 2040 Penninger Dnte, Time

ScrinI Number of Mike: 526575 s]ort ]-12-77 . 14_15
EPA l'roperty Number of Analyzer: 019156 FiI11sh 1-13-77 I4:S0

Opornior: R,R,

All Descriptions in Decibels

Hou, Hour L90

1530 SO 47 41 43 0330 42 '41 35 36

]630 63 56 43 39 0430 37 38 35 33

'_1730 64" 40 4'5 30 0530 37 38 33 33

1830 57 49 43 41 0630 41 42 38 33

1930 59 50 41 39 0730 40 41 39 35

2030 56 60 40 39 0830 49 46 40 37

2130 67 45 39 38 0930 62 SS 40 38

2230 57 42 37 37 1030 62 50 39 37

2330 49 43 '36 35 I 1130 58 51 41 38

24:30 41 42 38 35 1230 62 56 43 39

0130 48 41 38 36 1330 53 54 41 39

0230 45 41 38 36 _430 47 47 43 41

Ldn ,,60.4 clB

Leq - 0o.0 d_i(9-5)
E-If



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL
2040 Penninger - January 19, 1977 (Ldn): 60.4 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION

90 I I __1.[I: I f_L I I r I

- ' • Z .... IJ Ji _---

_ 70 --

::I , •= ,_ _ r - I I -r l-_ I I I
_o I/I ! / I_ll I " I liil I

J _ i I J_ it_# '_, [ I-¢1 I [ [ [ Ii. 't,..l/'_i_,,L I I _ N, . .N I I I J_,,_.A,_I / I
"--]liumm Le _._ _1 1-1 IWT"- , ;Z.! --_'---_----I£1 ,I,**"i.r""J_l I I

Z'------L'_LII I '--__'F''[i I I'1 I
_''''Lgo_ { ( I {' ( [i,-l'_- i i I I I -1 I I I

,o,i_.i i_ ; IIII I.I I I I I I I 1_21' i I I2g 24 i 8 16 20
NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME Ol_ DAY



Table E-7

24-HOUR DATA SBEET

Location, 2000 N F _ Date Time
SerlaINumborofMike: 442933 Start I 1-]2=77 t6_
EPA Property Number of Analyzer: 063020 Finish _ 1-13-77 17:35
Operator: 063020 R.R. I

AllDescriptionsin Decibels

Hour Hour L00

1830 47 47 36 33 0330 31 31 30 30

1930 41 42 33 31 0630 35 35 32 30

2030' 41 43 33 30 0730 46 53 34 30

2130 40 47 31 30 0830 44 41 30 32

.2230 38 34 30 30 0930 44 41 35 33

2330 43 38 30 30 1030 4B 45 30 33

2430 37 35 32 30 1130 41 40 35 34

0130 34 35 31 30 1230 42 42 36 34

DZSU 34 33 30 30 1330 43 42 34 33

0330 34 33 30 30 1430 41 38 33 31

0430 32 30 30 30 1530 40 39 34 31

1630 42 41 33 32

1730 45 44 34 31

Ldn = 45.4 dB

Leq ,, 43.4 dB (9-5)

E-13



Table E-8

24-HOURDATASHEET

LocotJon: 2205 Harrison D_tc [ Time

ScrJtl!/_umbe_ • of Mike: S06145 Blert 1-12-77 • f 16:15EPA Propcrty Number of Anelyzcr: 003019 Finish ° 1-13-77 lb;35

Operator; R.R° [

All Descriptions tn Decibels

Hour Hour Lg0

1730 57 59 53 0430 39 32 31

18_ 56 50 53 0530 39 35 51

1930 34 57 51 0630 41 38 3;_

2030. 54 50 5() 0730 51 53 41' '

2130 53 55 4? 0830 55 58 53

2230 52 55 46 0930 56 57 51

2530 53 55 45" 103(] 33 50 48

2430 49 52 39 1130 53 53 48

5150 47 49 35 1230 55 37 51

0230 47 43 32 1350 56 50 52
_H i

0350 39 37 31 140 56 58 51

1530 50 58 52

1630 55 58 52

Ldn • 55.3 c_

L_q - ss.sde _9-_ e-z4





Table E-9

24-iIOURDATASHEET

Location:1814 8th Street [ Date Time
Sorinl Nulnbor of Mike: 526878 8tm,t [ 1-13-77 IS:S0
EPAPropertyNumberofAnalyzer: 019156 Finish t 1-14-77 18;30
Oporutor: R.R. i

All Dascrlptlons in D_cibcls

Hour Hour LO0

1730 59 60 48 40 0530 42 34 33 32

1830, 58 89 50 30 0630 39 38 35 33

• 1930 83 56 45 37 0730 48 46 39 37

. "2030 55 86 43 35 0830 51 53 41 36

2130 50 52 38 34 0930 59 58 46 39

2230 51 83 40 35 1030 53 50 42 39

2330 52 54 40 34 1130 57 56 44 39

2430 50 50 35 33 1230 61 88 43 38

0130 48 48 34 33 1330 59 61 46 38

0230 46 43 34 33 1430 60 64 45 38

0330 44 35 33 32 1530 61 65 48 30

0430 30 34 33 32 1630 62 66 83 42

1730 61 69 52 43

1830 44

L_ - 88 _

Leq - 59.7 dB C9-5)

E-16



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

1814 Eighth Street - January 13, 1977 (Ldn): 57.7 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

80 , I

7o,

50 _ _

p_. _-

I ,,. '', A_, _,._. "40 Leo-I
... LlO; _,. _ _ _. "_W IA,,...=_ - ,,'

L_o %, = k lk r,,q"_ ,A ="
Lgo

3o I I I I .... I
12 16 20 .24 4 8 12 18 20

NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-10

24-1{OURDATA SHBET

Location: 217 Red Fish Lane I Date Time

SerialNumber ofMfl{e: 442933 Start J I-13-7/ l_i:Z(J

EPA Property N_nlmberoCAnalyzer: 063020 Fh_lish ) _-i,_-// i6:35
Operator: I

All I)cscriptlons in Deelbnls

]{our Hour iL90

1930 44 39 34 32 0730 43 i43 =40 37
-- I

2030 52 42 34 32 0830 53 45 141 37

2130 45 44 34 31 0930 55 50 43 40

Z_3O ' 45 45 34 31 IU_U _I bu _D ql

2330 43 35 31 30 1130 56 50 47 43

2430 32 32 31 30 1230 51 44 45 40

0130 34 34 32 31 1330 51 48 43 39

0230 35 35 32 30 1430 i2 49 46 38

0330 38 35 33 31 1530 16 53 41 36

0430" 35 35 33 30 1630 j53 54 40 36

D530 42 40 36 34 1730 15G 53 41 38

9630 42 42 37 35 1830 16 51 38 36

Ldn = 51.5 dB

LeR = 53.6 dB (9-5)

g-18



Summary of sound levels at DAY_NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

217 Redflsh Lane - January 13, 1977 (Ldn): _,"

HOURLY INFORMATION

90

30
12 16 20 24 4 8 12 16 20

NOON • _DNIOHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



TableE-If

24-HOURDATA SHEET

Loelnion1050Krall Street Date ,. Time

Serl_flNumber ofMike: 506149 Start 1-13-77 '17:10

EPA PropertyNumber ofAnalyze|':063019 l:inish 1-14-77 18:35
Operator: R,R.

All Descriptions in Decibels

Hour flour L9D

1830 53 47 40 38 0630 37 37 3B 36

1930 51 50 38 36 0730 40 40 40 38

203'0 42 44 38 36 0830 43 43 ;3 41

2i30 46 45 38" 36 D930 47 49 43 42

2230 46 45 43 35 1030 48 50 42 41

2330 47 48 37 35 1130 49 48 43 41

2430 42 42 35 34 1230 48 48 42 40

0130 38 39 36 38 1330 47 48 _,0 38

0230 38 37 36 35 1430 47 45 40 38

0330 38 37 36 33 1530 49 46 43 39

0430 38 38 '35 34 1630 54 58 43 39

0530 37 37 1730 60 56 45 42

1830 58 42 41

Ldn 81.7dB

Leq = 49.3 _ (9-5)
E-20
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"fable E-t2

24-1tOUR DATA SI{EET

Locution: 1814 8th Street | D_Io Time

Sorhll Number of Miko: 525575 StnrI [ 1-14-77 18:35

EDA Properw_ Number of Annlyzer: 019156 Finish "l-lb-I/ i_:Iu

Operator: R,R,

All Descriptions in Decibels

flour flour IL90

1930 56 58 48 41 0730 46 43 36 37

_030 55 57 45 41 oa3o 47 48 3s 36

;'130 54 56 45 40 0930 53 54 41 38

;_Z3(} ' 52 55 43 39 1030 53 53 42 39

2330 53 5'5 43 40 1130 54 56 44 40

243U 5). 52 41 139 1230 55 59 45 40

0130 53 55 41 38

82 53 4139
3330' ' '47 47 '39 37

)430 49 4Z 37 36

)530 50 40 36 35

)630 38 37 36 35

Ldn = 58

Lc,q • 53.8 d_ C9=5)



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL

1814 Eighth Street-January 14, 1977 (Ldn):l 58.0dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

8O

5O

-- ,m,m LgO

3O
12 16 20 24 4 8 12 16 20

NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-13

24-HOUR DATA SHEET

LoeL_tlon: 1050 Krall Street D_te Time

SorlalNumber of Mike: 506 149 Starl 1-14-77 18:35

EPAProperty NumberofAnalyzer: 063019 Finish 1-15-77 12:b5

Operator: R. "R,

All Descriptions in Decibels

Hour Hour LO0

1930 50 48 43 42 0730 40 40 39 3S
,= =

2030 49 48 43 41 0830 42 42 41 40

2130 47 18' 42 40 0930 44 43 44 42

2230 45 46 42 40 1030 _o _u _ 4:"

2330 46 45 424! !13o 4'9 21 43 42
_4 361 4i ' 46 42 (6 l 1 _ 3; _B 49 ll 42 40

0130 40 49 42 4d 1330 _) 46 42 _0

0230 Sl 54 40 38

0330 45 46 40 37

0430 49 52 37 36

0530 39 39 37 36

0630 38 39 37 36

Ldn = 53,2 dB
E-24



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGIIT AVERAGE LEVEL

1050 KrnlI Street - ,January 14, 1977 (Ldn): 53,2 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
90

8O

5O

30
12 16 20 24 4 8 12 15 20

NOON MIDNIGHT NOON

TIME OF DAY



Table E-IA

24-HOUR DATASleET

Location: 1790 Hill Road Tcrraco | Dctc | Time

Serial Number of Mike: 442933 Start [ 1-10"77 ] ]7:4A

EPA Property Numbor of Anslyzer_ 95302 Finish . 1-19-77 .... 23;42
Operator: AGK

All Descriptions in Dc,:ibels

Hour Hour Lg0

1830 59 62 54 45 0830 60 63 57 80

1930 57 61 51 44 0930 58 63 57 50

2030 5 60 4'7 42 1030 60 03 50 45

2130 55 59 46 41 1130 58 53 SO " 45....

2Z3_ 55 38 4b ql 1Z_U 01 b_ b3 4b

2330 50 52 37 34 1330 51 63 83 45

2430 46 42 33 32 1430 50 54 53 44

0130 45 38 33' 32 1530 52 ' 5_ 53 43 "

0230 41 33 32 32 1630 53 65 58 48

0_30 30 33132 32 173o 53 _6 60 84
0430 39 34132 3_
'o33o 43 37 35 33 '"

m

51 50 40 35 I,.

I

0630

0730

Ldn - 59,6 dB

Leo. ,, 60,7 dB (9-5) '_-26



Summary of sound levels at DAY-NIGHT AVERAGE LEVEL
1790 Hill Road Terrace - January 18, 1977 (Ldn): 159.6 dB

HOURLY INFORMATION
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Table E-15

24-HOUR DATA SHEET

Loe|itlon: 300 Costin Street Date Time

SerialNumber of Mike: 442933 Start 1-20-77 1908

EPA Property Numbcr of Analyzer: Q03020 Finish I-ZI-77 _010

Operator: Konheim

All Descriptions in Decibels

flour llour L
90

1930 52 . SO 36 33 0730 59 62 40 34

2030 52 48 45 33 0830 84 54 38 34

2130 49 45 33 32 0930 54 54 38 34

2230 50 38 32 32 1030 52 52 ,42 34

2330 47 138 32 31 1130 54 51 39 35

2430 46 35 32 31 1230 53 53 38 39

0130 43 i32 32 31 1330 53 52 40 36

0230 33 32 32 30 1430 53 48 38 33

9330 33 32 32 30 1530 50 52 40 37

0430 38 32 32 31 1630 36 56 41 36

0530 39 33 32 31 1730 54 55 39 36

0650 48 40 _3 _ 1R_n _ _ A? _A

1930 93 90 37 33

Ldn ,, 54.7 dB

Leq - 54.3 _ C9-5) Z-28
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